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PB £16.99 ISBN 9781447360131

Sep 2021

Education policy in England is constantly 
evolving and becoming increasingly incoherent 
and it is therefore becoming harder to keep up 
with, and make sense of, all the changes. This 
bestselling book looks at the role of the UK as 
a social laboratory for global education policy. 

The Education Debate 

By Stephen J. Ball

PB £20.00 ISBN 9781447354055

Sep 2021

Featuring photographic portraits and narrative 
stories from across the UK, this landmark book 
examines the relationship between identity and 
nationhood.

This Separated Isle

Edited by Paul Sng

RECENT TRADE BOOKS



PB £9.99 ISBN 978-1447361077

EPUB £9.99 ISBN 9781447361084

Sep 2021

Written in the context of #Blacklivesmatter, this 
book explores why law enforcement responses 
to a public health emergency are prioritised over 
welfare provision and what this tells us about the 
state’s criminal justice institutions. 

Policing the Pandemic

By Lambros Fatsis and 
Melayna Lamb

PB £9.99 ISBN 9781529219135

EPUB £7.99 ISBN 9781529219142

Jul 2021

The COVID-19 pandemic gives an opportunity to 
relaunch global economic systems with a better 
balance between the social and environmental 
dimensions. There is a need for a scientifically-
based step towards a strong Green Deal: a 
Climate Pact for the EU.

A Climate Pact for Europe

By Anne Hessel, Jean Jouzel 
and Pierre Larrouturou

PB £9.99 ISBN 9781529217797

EPUB £9.99 ISBN 9781529217803

Jun 2021

The 21st century has not seen the triumph of 
democracy that some predicted, but instead, in 
many cases, a turn towards authoritarian forms 
of government as an imagined solution to the 
many crises facing humanity.

Authoritarian Contagion

By Luke Cooper

PB £9.99 ISBN 9781447361237

EPUB £9.99 ISBN 9781447361244

Jun 2021

This accessible, yet authoritative book argues 
that inequalities raised by the pandemic are a 
political choice and we need to learn quickly to 
reduce health inequalities in the future.

The Unequal Pandemic

By Clare Bambra, Julia 
Lynch and Katherine E. 
Smith

HB £19.99 ISBN 9781529213126

EPUB £7.99 ISBN 9781529213140

Jun 2021

This book combines investigative journalism 
and academic scholarship to examine how the 
lives of people suffering problems with benefits, 
debt, family, housing and immigration are made 
harder by cuts to the civil justice system.

Justice in a Time of Austerity

By Jon Robins and Daniel 
Newman

HB £19.99 ISBN 9781447356011

EPUB £9.99 ISBN 9781447356042

May 2021

We all want cities, where more than half of 
the world’s population currently live, to be just, 
successful, clean, fair, green, sustainable, safe, 
healthy and affordable. Will ‘smart cities’ help 
achieve these aspirations or undermine them in 
the time of COVID-19?

The Forgotten City

By Phil Allmendinger



PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447359883

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447359890

Apr 2021

Uses case studies and interviews to illustrate 
how charities support people and communities, 
foster heritage and culture and pioneer 
responses to crucial social, ethical and 
environmental questions.

What Have Charities Ever 
Done for Us

By Stephen Cook and Tania 
Mason

PB £9.99 ISBN 9781529216202

EPUB £7.99 ISBN 9781529216219

Apr 2021

This topical book explores how the public 
perception of the UK decentralized governments 
has changed during the pandemic and uses 
case studies to discuss the actions taken by 
central government to undermine the devolution 
settlement.

The Impact of COVID-19 on 
Devolution

By Janice Morphet 

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781529217292

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781529217308

Mar 2021

An anthropologist visits the frontiers of genetics, 
medicine, and technology to ask: whose values 
are guiding gene-editing experiments, and what 
are the implications for humanity?

The Mutant Project

By Eben Kirksey

HB £19.99 ISBN 9781447357247

EPUB £19.99 ISBN 9781447357261

Feb 2021

Renowned political scientist Terri Givens calls for 
‘radical empathy’ in bridging racial divides to 
understand the origins of our biases, including 
internalized oppression.

Radical Empathy

By Terri Givens

PB £12.99 ISBN 9781447361268

EPUB £9.99 ISBN 9781447361275

Jan 2021

Prominent politicians including Sir Vince Cable, 
Sarah Olney, Roger Liddle and Chris Huhne 
propose new ideas for the coming decades. 
Together, they set out a compelling vision for the 
country that has social justice at its core.

The Future of Social 
Democracy

By Colin McDougall, 
George Kendall and Wendy 
Chamberlain

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781529211269

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781529211283

Sep 2020

Drawing on the ideas of the ‘slow movement’, 
Slow Computing sets out numerous practical 
and political means to take back control and 
counter the more pernicious effects of living 
digital lives.

Slow Computing

By Rob Kitchin and Alistair 
Fraser 



PB £12.99 ISBN 9781447338550

EPUB £12.99 ISBN 9781447338574

Sep 2020

Pat Thomson takes on England’s muddled 
education system and exposes fraudulent 
and unethical practices. She argues for an 
urgent review of current practices, leading to a 
revitalised education system.

School Scandals

By Pat Thomson

PB £9.99 ISBN 9781529215397

EPUB £7.99 ISBN 9781529215403

Aug 2020

Almost every aspect of society will change after 
the pandemic, but if we learn lessons then life 
can be better.  This book offers ideas that might 
put us on alternative paths for positive social 
change.

Life After COVID-19

By Martin Parker

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447353478

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447353492

Jul 2020

As a symbol of independence and freedom, the 
car projects status, class, taste and, significantly, 
embeds racialisation. Using fascinating research 
from drivers, Alam unpicks the ways in which our 
identity is enhanced and driven.

Race, Taste, Class and Cars

By Yunis Alam

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781529204506

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781529204520

Mar 2020

When newspapers reported a court ruling 
on Brexit, senior judges were condemned as 
‘enemies of the people’.  Joshua Rozenberg asks 
how judges can maintain public confidence 
while making hard choices.

Enemies of the People?

By Joshua Rozenberg 

PB £12.99 ISBN 9781447349266

EPUB £12.99 ISBN 9781447349280

Feb 2020

This book by award-winning journalist and 
author Mary O’Hara asks how we can overturn 
the portrayal of poverty once and for all. 
Crucially, she turns to the real experts to try to 
find answers – the people who live it.

The Shame Game 

By Mary O’Hara 

PB £12.99 ISBN 9781447353553

EPUB £12.99 ISBN 9781447353560

Nov 2019

Sam Wren-Lewis shows that the illusion of 
control over our lives is too simplistic and 
can even be harmful. He offers an alternative: 
he proposes that we can gain a deeper 
understanding of personal and social 
challenges.

The Happiness Problem 

By Sam Wren-Lewis


